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J. Phys: Condens. Matter 4 (1992) 4409-4420. Printcd in the UK 

Hydrogen diffusion in the cubic Laves phase of ZrFe, 

C U Maiert and H Kronmiiller 
Max-Planck-InstiNt fiir Metallfoorsebung, Institut fiir Physik D-7000 Stuttgaa 80, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

Rceived 23 September 1991, in h a 1  form 10 Madl 1992 

Abstract. For the mbic Javes-phase "pound ZrFe? the method of magnetic relaxation 
was applied in a study of low-temperature diffusion pmeerses of hydrogen, lko relaxation 
maxima were observed at 82 K and 108 K with mean activation enthalpies of Q=O.l4 eV 
and a23 eV and pre-exponential t a c t o ~ ~  of so =lo-' sand 4xlO-'O s, respectively. ?he 
relaxation at 82 K b assigned to H jumps during hydride formation which happens in 
this temperature region. The relaxation at 108 K is related to an orientation aftercffecl 
in the absence of any interaction kmeen hydrogen atoms. ?his relaxation is assigned 
to atomic jump pmcess~s of hydrogen bemeen the preferentially oxupied interstitial 
tetrahedral sites farmed by two Fe and WO Zr atoms. ?he activation parameters of 
the long-range diffusion (Qdjfi=0.38 eV, D 0 = 3 x l Q - ~  mz 5-l) were determined by 
thermal degassing. 

t Introduction 

According to the constitution diagram [l] the binary system F e z r  possesses an 
intermetallic Laves-phase compound ZrFe, with a cubic MgCu, C15 structure (figure 
1). The homogeneity range of ZrFe, is markedly asymmetric with respect to the 
stoichiometric composition Zr,R,, and is extended from ZrJk,, to Zr,Fe,, [l]. 
There are eight ZrFe, formula units per simple cubic unit cell (a,=7.06 8, [l]) in 
this structure. The larger Zr atoms (vZr =1.6 A) occupy a cubic diamond lattice. 
Regular tetrahedra built of four smaller Fe a tom (rFe=1.26 A) are centred at the 
fourfold-coordinated interstitial sites of the diamond structure. The arrangement 
of near neighbours around a Zr atom (figure 1) is composed by 12 Fe and 4 Zr 
atoms whereas different nearest-neighbour distances (rFe-Fe =2.50 A 
rFeFFe=3.ffi A [2]) occur. 

Because of the technological and scientific interest, hydrogen in Laves-phase com- 
pounds has been studied very extensively [MI. In particular, research into hydride 
properties for solid-state hydrogen storage has been focussed on large absorption ca- 
pacities which correspond to hydrogen-to-metal ratios (H/M) larger then 1. However 
in the ZrFe, cubic Laves phase at T=298 K and with p = 61 x lo5 Pa, hydrogen 
forms a solid solution phase and the solubility is rather low, i.e. H/M<0.16 [4], thus 
suggesting the investigation of hydrogen relaxation processes at lower temperatures, 
where the interaction between H atoms can be neglected. As previously shown [7-91 a 
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Elg" L (a) Unit cell of a Nbic law3 phase (Cl5 suuctum) and (a) the arrangement 
d nearest-neighbour atoms amund a ZF atom. 

very sensitive technique for studying the mobility of hydrogen in ferromagnetic alloys 
is based on the magnetic after-effect (MAE). The high sensitivity of MAE measurements 
allows us to detect H concentrations .as low as 1 ppm. Furthermore, measurements at 
low temperatures are possible using this technique, since the orientation after-effect 
is sensitive with respect to one atomic jump per H atom. 

In addition, the long-range diEusion of hydrogen in ZrFe, above room temper- 
ature is not influenced by hydride formation. A comparison between reorientations 
of H atoms measured by MAE and macroscopic ditfusion processes determined by 
thermal degassing yields detailed information about the microstructure [IO, 111 which 
determines the mobility of hydrogen. 

2. Jhperimental details 

21. Specimen preparation 

The polycrystalline single-phase ZrFe, alloy was prepared by arc melting. The purity 
of the constituent mansition metals was 9.9% (21) and m= 150 (Fe). 'Ib achieve 
a homogeneous single phase of this intermetallic compound an additional heat treat- 
ment at 1533 K for 24 h in HV was preformed. From this alloy parallelepipeds with 
a quadratic cross-section of I .4 x 1.4 x 20 mm3 were produced. The stoichiometric 
composition of the ZrFe, specimens was 68.1f1.4 at.% Fe and 31.9h0.9 aL% Zr. 
Figure 2 shows a scanning microscopy photograph of a polished ZrFe, surface. The 
visible small dark areas deviate to about 1 at.% up to higher Fe concentration from 
the above-mentioned stoichiometry. No other intermetallic ZrFe phases were found. 
The crystalline structure was investigated by means of x-ray analysis in an angular 
range between 20' and &lo, using a monochromatic Cu Ka l i e  (A = 0.154 nm). 
'Xvo dominating sharp reflexes at 42.4O and 64.5' were observed (figure 2) which can 
be identified as the (331) and (422) reflexes of the cubic Laves phase (ClS struc- 
ture) of ZrFe, [12]. The grain sue was around 100 pm. The ZrFe, specimens were 
H-charged in a H, atmosphere at T=1533 K under a pressure of 3x lo5 Pa. 

2.2 Magnetic after-effec! 

The microscopic mechanism of magnetic aftereffect [13] is based on the magnetic 
interaction energy between the directions of the spontaneous magnetization within 
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rngm 1. x-ray analysis ana scanning microscopy pnotograpn ot a single-phase nrez 
specimen. 

a domain wall and the symmetry axis of anisotropic hydrogen interstitial configura- 
tions. Due to thermally activated jumps the reorientation of H atoms may lower this 
interaction energy leading to a decrease of the initial susceptibility, x ( t ) ,  i.e. the 
gradient of the initial magnetization curve. ~ ( t )  is measured using an AC method 
[14], where a small oscillating pertubation of the magnetic field is applied. The analy- 
sis of the temperature-dependent H-induced relaxation processes yields the activation 
parameters [15]. Tiking into consideration the reluctivity r ( t )  = l /x ( t ) ,  isothermal 
relaxation curves are measured after each demagnetization of the specimen. The 
experimental results are represented as isochronal relaxation curves 

A+, , t,, T)/r(ti,  T )  = [r(t23 7') -  ti, T)I/7'(t13 T )  (1) 

between the measurement times t,=O.5 s and t ,  = 1.5  - 179.5 s. The ratio A r / r  
represents the relative reluctivity amplitude of the relaxation. Since x( 1 )  decreases 
with increasing time it follows that r ( t , ,T )  > r(tl,T) and A r / r  corresponds to 
positive quantities. 

The magnetic relaxation processes are described by a box-type distribution [16] 
of the activation enthalpy, where the relaxation times obey an Arrhenius law. In this 
case the time dependence of the reluctivity is given by 

r(1,T) = T ( O , T )  + [.(m,T) - r(O,T)lG(t) (2) 

where the magnetic after-effect function, C( t),  is represented by 

G ( t )  = 1 + [Ei(-t/T2) - E i ( - t / ~ ~ ) ] / l n ( ~ ~ / ~ ~ ) .  (3) 

Ei denotes the exponential integral [17]. Fitting broad relaxation maxima, a superpo- 
sition of more such box-type distrihutions is necessary for a satisfactory description. 
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23. Thermal degassing mobs& 

The H concentration and the diffusion kinetics of thermal H degassing were investi- 
gated by a manometric method [18]. The H-charged ZrFe, was thermally degassed at 
a constant heating rate, T. The activation parameters Qdia and Do were determined 
by using different '$ for each run. The temperature dependence of the degassing 
rate, dc/dt, was measured yielding characteristic maxima at Ti for each diffusion 
process. For TI < T. a shift of the temperature, Ti, of the degassing maxima ap- 
pears, which can be used to derive activation parameters. Assuming an Arrhenius 
behaviour, the discrete activation enthalpy, Qdifl, is given by 

C U Maier and H kiontnUUer 

For the determination of the pre-factor of the diffusion coefficient, Do, the specimens, 
which are parallelepipeds of edge length L , were approximately described by cylinders 
with an effective radius, F = (L/4)( 1 + a), which yields a pre-exponential factor 
Do given by [19] 

Do = (F/2.405)' Ti (Qdifl/kT:) exp(Qdifl/kTi) (9 
where Do has the same value for each heating rate, e, and the corresponding tem- 
perature of the degassing maximum, Ti. In the case of a possible surface impediment 
to the H desorption, the activation parameters of the degassing process have to be 
interpreted as effective values. 

3. Results 

3.1. Magnetic relaralwns 

After charging with H the =Fe, specimen shows two overlapping relaxation maxima 
(figures 3 and 4). The maximum temperatures, T,,, and the relative amplitudes, 
Ar/ r ,  Were determined by splitting the fitted Q-spectrum (figure 4) and calculating 
separately each maximum with the same pre-exponential factor, T ~ .  Therefore the 
MAE spectrum may be composed by two broadened maxima at around 82 K (0.14 ev) 
and 108 K (0.18 ev) with relaxation amplitudes of 47% and 16%, respectively. 

The isochronal annealing behaviour of the H-induced relaxation spectrum is 
shown in figure 3. After annealing at TA=400 K the relaxation amplitudes decrease 
from 47% to 32% (82 K maximum) and from 16% to 11% (108 K maximum). At 
TA=450 K a high degassing rate was observed and the 82 K maximum nearly dis- 
appeared whereas the 108 K maximum (figure 5) still shows a relative amplitude of 
28% which leads to a change in the shape of the relaxation spectrum. At TA=.5a0 K 
no maxima appear, indicating a complete H degassing of the specimen. 

The relaxation spectra were fitted to exponential time laws of an orientation after- 
effect (equation (2)) using ten superimposed box-type distributions [16, 201 of the 
activation enthalpy, p ( Q ) ,  and one pre-exponential factor, r0. Between TA=280 K 
and 400 K a simultaneous numerical analysis of both maxima yields a cOmmon pre- 
factor T ~ = ~ O - ' * ~  s and an average activation enthalpy of a,, = 0.14 & 0.03 eV 
and a,,, = 0.18 & 0.03 e y  respectively. Due to the strong decrease of the 
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p%ure 4. Relaxalion spectrum of the H-charged =Fez alloy at TA=3W K. Experimental 
data are reprwnted by symbols (t1=05 s, tz=1.5, 45? 9.5, 19.5, 29.5, 595, S9.5, 1195, 
1795 s) and solid lines wrrespond 10 a numerical fit. The distribution of activation 
enlhalpies, p ( Q ) ,  are shown within the spectra. 

82 K maximum after TA=450 K the 108 K maximum could be fitted separately 
(figure 5) with QIo8 = 0.23 * 0.02 eV and a distinctly lower pre-factor of rO = 
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4 x s. Because the H concentration is low, the interaction between H 
atoms can be neglected and the relaxation processes may be fitted by a sum of 
independent exponential functions. As demonstrated by figures 4 and 5 the fitting 
parameters used descnhe simultaneously the temperature shift, the half-width, and 
the amplitudes of the isochrones for varying measuring times, t,. In general nine 
isochrones for different t2  parameters have been fitted which is equivalent to nine 
different frequencies. The stabaity of the fit was reproduced within the given error 
range of the activation parameters and was therefore rather reliable. 

ds 
dl  
- 

Figure 6 Degassing me, dc/dt, of hydrogen in 
=Fe !Ah healing mfes d (a) 5 K min-I and (6) 

3.2 Thermal degassing 

The total H concentration of =Fe2 specimens w a s  eH = (0.1 kO.05) at.%. Figure 
6 shows the temperature dependence of the degassing rate, d c / d t ,  at two different 
heating rates, ?=5 K min-' and 0.5 K min-'. The lower heating rate leads to a shift 
of the degassing maximum from T,,,=494 K to 406 K due to the longer effective 
annealing time. According to equations (4) and (5) the activation parameters of the 
long-range diffusion are given by Qdi,=0.38f0.1 eV and Do = 3 x m2 s-*. 
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3.3. Initial susceptibiliiy of =Fe, 
The initial susceptibility, x(T),  of H-charged Zrw (figure 7) measured at t ,  = 
1.5 s shows a pateau between 4.2 K and 40 K followed by a strong increase up to 
SS K, indicating a possible magnetic or structural phase transition. Because the H 
concentration decreases with increasing TA an increase of x(T) is observed in the 
range between 85 K and ux) K At T=320 K, x( T) reaches a maximum and decreases 
at higher temperatures. After annealing at 450 K, e.g., at low H concentrations, x(T) 
is close to the curve for uncharged ZrFe,. The plateau below 40 K increases to higher 
values and the H-induced drastic increase of x( T )  at 85 K disappears. 

*re 7. Annealing behaviour of h e  initial susceptibility, x(T) ,  in -Fe (ti = 0.5 s, 
t 2  = 1.5 s). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Interpretation of the H relaxation processes 
The H-induced overlapping maxima at 82 K and 108 IC can be described in terms 
of reversible orientation after-effects, taking into amount reorientations of H atoms 
between neighbouring anisotropic interstitial sites. The difference in the r,-values 
resulting from the simultaneous fit of both maxima s) and the separate 
numerical analysis of the 108 K maximum (4 x 10-lo*l s) indicates, that the larger 
prefactor of s is determined by the 82 K relaxation. A possible reason for this 
large r,,-value could be the formation or dissolution of hydride phases within this 
temperature range. During such a phase transition the H atoms perform thermally 
activated jumps in the direction of H-rich hydride areas. Assuming Debye processes 
for the H jumps the corresponding relaxation times, ri (T) ,  obey Arrhenius laws 

r i (T)  = r, exp(Qj/kT). (9 
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The activation entropy, S, may be lowered, yielding a large pre-exponential factor r,, 
defined according to 

C U Maier and H KronmUller 

ro = r; exp( -S/lc) (7) 

where r; is the inverse of the attempt frequency, Y;, of the hydrogen atom, which 
is independent of the entropy, Si In addition, the assignment of the 82 K relaxation 
to hydride formations is supported by the strong increase of x(T)  from 40 K to 
90 K for higher H concentrations, which could be caused by the formation of hydride 
phases. These pbases may be affected by additional pinning centres for the domain 
walk leading to a decrease of x(T)  below 90 K (figure 7). At low H concentrations 
(TA=450 K) the 82 K relaxation of the MAE spechum disappears and no strong 
change of x ( T )  around 80 K is observed indicating that no hydride precipitation 
occurs and, consequently, that the interaction between H atoms is small. On the 
basis of these results, the 82 K maximum is assigned to thermally activated H jumps 
during the formation of hydride phases. 

The numerical analysis of the 108 K maximum yields a T,, in the range of typical 
pre-exponential factors for atomic hopping processes, 4 x I O - ' O * ~  s; this maximum is 
thus assigned to jumps of H atoms between neighbouring anisotropic interstitial sites 
in the cubic Laves phase ZrFe,. These jumps are connected to a reorientation of the 
symmetry axes of the H configuration. Particularly at low H concentration hydrogen 
preferentially occupies the tetrahedral sites composed of two Fe and two Zr atoms 
(interstitial site A2B2; table 1) and the 108 K relaxation will be mainly determined by 
atomic H jumps between these neighbouring tetrahedral A2B2 positions. The jump 
p'ocesses of hydrogen at such low temperatures are assigned to tunnelling processes 
of H atoms from excited energy levels. In this model the jump frequency can be 
described by an Arrhenius law, where the temperature dependence of the relaxation 
frequency obeys equation (6). However, the preexponental factor is multiplied by 
the corresponding tunnelling probability [21] leading to an increase of r,,. 

Tabk L TSrahedral interstitial sites in mbic laves-phasc mmpunds A&. 

11.38 32 

2 A + 2 B  96 

&U031 

84t3 lA2821  

A B 3 t  3lA2B21 

In recent NMR studies in similar cubic Laves phases [22, U], e.g. BV, and ZrCr,, 
the activation parameters for the long-range H diffusion (Q % a23 eV, ro s 
[22]) have been determined. In addition in these studies [22] a low-temperature 
relaxation process has been observed with unusual exponential temperature depen- 
dence. The values of the high-temperature relaxation process are closely comparable 
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to the present results and were also assigned to the hopping of hydrogen atoms be- 
tween nearest-neighbouring interstitial sites of the type A2B2. This hopping mode is 
suggested to govern the long-range H diffusion also. 

4.2 Atomic jump-rate model of H relaxation in cubic Laves-phase compounds 

Three different types of tetrahedral interstitial position are available for the H atom 
in cubic Laves phases (table 1): one isotropic position (B4) and two anisotropic 
pasitions (AB3, A2B2). The numbers of these tetrahedra1 sites per unit cell and their 
nearest-neighbour interstitial sites are given in table 1. In spite of the 17 interstitial 
sites per formula unit (FIJ) only a maximal H occupation of slightly below 6 H atoms 
FIJ-~ was found (ZrV,H,., [4]). In general the H occupation in cubic Laves phases 
obeys the aOUoWing rules 

(i) Chemical criteria If the component A (zr) possesses a high H affinity in con- 
trast to B (Fe), particularly at low H concentrations hydrogen preferentially occupies 
the tetrahedral sites containing the most A atoms (A2B2) 1241. 

(ii) Geomefric mifeeria. Nearest-neighbour tetrahedral sites cannot be occupied 
simultaneously. The minimal hole radius of the interstitial sites is rh=0.40 8, [25] 
and the minimal H-H distance is 21 A (Westlake rules [6]). 
The above criteria were confirmed by comparison of calculated local heats of forma- 
tion of elementary (imaginary binary) hydrides [24] and neutron difbaction [26, U] 
as well as timedifferential perturbed angular correlation ("PAC) measurements [28]. 

Figure R Ik.odimensional represenlation d figure l(b),.'Ihe B atoms surrounding one 
A atom are shown in a pmjenion. The energetically different interstitial tetrahedral sites 
in a ferromagnetic cubic Laves phase are noted for AB3 sites pa, 3b, 3c, M) and AZB2 
sila (a. 4 6 g. h i; m, n, 0; U, v, w). 

For the reorientation processes of hydrogen in ferromagnetic Laves phases (i.e., 
ZrFe,)-using magnetic after-effect measurements-the atomic H jumps are induced 
by an energy of interaction between the anisotropy axis and the spontaneous magneti- 
zation [13]. This energy leads to a splitting of the anisotropic tetrahedral sites (AB3, 
MB2) in four (-3) and twelve (A2B2) energetically different sites per formula 
unit, respectively. Figure 8 shows a two-dimensional representation of the surround- 
ing interstitial tetrahedral positions of one Zr (A) atom in the C15 structure. In the 
following the four AB3 sites are marked as 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and the twelve A2B2 sites 



a c w ( * ) / a *  = -("23 + V22)cw + "32% + "22[Cu f + Cal (24) 

where c j ( t )  denotes the H concentration of the tetrahedral interstitial position j at 
time t. 

Because of the preferential H occupation of the MB2 sites at low H concen- 
tration, the orientation aftereffect is assigned to H jumps between these anisotropic 
tetrahedral sites. Under this assumption the occupations and the corresponding jump 
frequencies of the B4 and AB3 sites are given by c1 = %a = %b = C, = cSd = 0 
and vi, = 0 (i $ j ) ,  uzz # 0. Therefore the rate equations may be simplified 
to 12 coupled equations ((13)-(24)) depending only on vZ2, yielding the following 
relaxation frequencies: 

D11/2/3 = 5v2, (threefold degenerate) (25) 

D44/516 = 4v2, (threefold degenerate) 06) 
P,/* = 3vZ2 (twofoId degenerate) (27) 

D9~101,1 = uzz (threefold degenerate) (28) 

D12 = 0.  (29) 
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In this rate model the relaxation p r w s s  of H atoms in the A2B2 sites of cubic Laves 
phases is described by four relaxation frequencies ((25)-(28)) which differ by at most 
a factor of 5. 

For the H-charged ZrFe, specimen only the 108 K maximum could be assigned 
to H reorientation processes between the A2B2 sites. According to an Arrhenius 
law (equation (6)) the difference in the activation enthalphies, AQ, for the maximal 
deviation (i711213 : i79110,11=5) is given by 

For T,,=108 K the activation enthalpies are shown to be distributed over a range 
of AQ=15 meV (equation (30)). Because these four relaxation processes are ener- 
getically similar, only one slightly broadened maximum is expected. This agrees with 
the MAE spectrum of the H-charged specimen where the characteristic maximum at 
108 K appears. However, the observed enthalpy spectrum of the 108 K relaxation has 
the approximate value AQ=60 meV and shows a distinctly broadened distribution 
which may be caused by dislocations and grain boundaries in the used polycrystalline 
ZrFe, specimen. 

In conclusion, our analysis shows that the jump-rate model describes the mea- 
sured 108 K relaxation maximum of the H-charged ZrFe, specimen and explains the 
observed broadened maximum which obeys the time law of an orientation aftereffect. 

4.3. Intepretation of the degassing spectra 

From the small lattice constant of the BFe, unit cell (ao = 7.06 8, [l]), the hole 
radii of the A2B2, AB3, and B4 tetrahedral sites are 0.32 0.30 and 0.25 8, [6], 
respectively. These values are distinctly smaller than the minimal radius (T,, = 
0.40 8,) necessary for building stable hydrides at room temperature and this explains 
the small H absorption of 0.1 at.% in ZrFe,. Furthermore, no stable hydride was 
found in =Fe, above 290 K [29] and the obsemd degassing process of hydrogen in 
the temperature range investigated, between 300 K and 650 K, is not determined by 
the dissolution of a hydride and therefore is not correlated with the 82 K maximum. 

The temperature position of the degassing maximum (Tma = 406 K for 
= 0.5 K min-’ (figure 6)) is nearly identical to the temperature where the 

maximal annealing rate of the 108 K maximum (410 K for T s 0.5 K mh-’) 
was observed. ?hiis agreement clearly shows that the long-range H diffusion and the 
magnetic reorientation after-effect of H atoms are governed by the same microscopic 
diffusion process. Therefore the degassing process may be assigned to a long-range 
H diffusion between the A2B2 tetrahedral sites, which are preferentially occupied in 
cubic Laves-phase compounds containing small H concentrations. Additionally only 
the A2B2 sites possess nearest neighbours of the same interstitial type A2B2 (table 
1). Therefore the most probable ditfusion paths are exclusively composed of these 
interstitial A2B2 sites and long-range H diffusion is determined by atomic H jumps 
between the anisotropic tetrahedral sites A2B2 In this case the activation parameters 
evaluated for the H-induced MAE relaxation, as well as for the degassing process of 
hydrogen, are expected to be equal, due to the microscopic jump processes being the 
same. Accordingly we should expect an activation enthalpy for H degassing, QdiR, 
that is equal to the activation enthalpy for H jumps behveen neighbouring interstitial 
A2B2 sites, i.e. Qdm = 0.23 eV However, the H degassing process actually requires 
a transition of the H atoms through the grain boundaries as well as a desorption 
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from the specimen surface. Therefore the difference in the activation energies as 
measured for the degassing process (QdiR =,0.38 fO.l ev) and for the atomic jump 
process between neighbouring A2B2 intershhal sites (Qloa = 0.23rtO.02 ev) may 
be attributed to the effect of grain boundaries or to additional desorption processes 
for hydrogen at the surface, where energetically high barriers lead to an increase of 
the activation enthalpy for the H degassing. 

C U Maier and H Kr0n"ller 
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